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Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements-Cont.
Privilege -Cont.

Ministerial responsibility, minister stating personal opinion and
not government policy, not in disaccord with cabinet position
but clarifying own position while private member, deferring
decision until minister comments, 5318

Ministerial statements outside House, not a question of, 1685,
2971-2

Minister's alleged contradictory remarks, not a question of,
member raising question re grievance of another member,
deferring decision, 748-9, citing precedent, not a question of,
785

Minister's alleged refusal to appear before committee, minister
stated attending next meeting, matter not to be pursued, 4745

Minister's contempt of House re delayed tabling of annual report,
illegal postal increases, conduct in committee and statements
outside House, M. to refer to Privileges and Elections
Committee, 6186-7, 6404-5, Chair does not rule on committee
activities, statement outside House not question of, postal
increases matter to be settled by courts, tabling of report
question of law, not a question of, 6525-6

Minister's speech, news-media receiving details of before
opposition, matter should be resolved between parties, not a
question of, 63

Motion for committee reference, should be more specific, not a
question of, 2973

Motion not proposed, matter not to be discussed, 124-5
Motions, procedure for two received at same time, 2566
Motions under S.O. 43, congratulatory message, Chair not

putting question, 6700-1
Newspaper articles, alleged irresponsible reporting, not a question

of, 824, 1648
Not relevant to any matter presently before House, 1498
Not to be used to accuse another member of seeking publicity,

etc., 126
Notice in writing, 124
Oral questions

Absence of minister, not a question of, 418
Innuendo, correcting, disagreement not a question of, 4836
Obligation of minister to answer, arguments hypothetical,

considered motion not attached, may be raised later after
examination of transcript, 2519-23, 2551, Chair does not
have authority to compel answers, executive is accountable
in the political not procedural sense, motions will be dealt
with after minister's intentions are expressed during
question period, 2565-7, 3611, 3618, House ought not to
seek redress from Chair, 3976

Opportunity to ask, 6052
Prime minister's reply incorrect, clarification sought, prime

minister may reply at earliest opportunity, 1766
Quality of, not a question of, 389

Parliamentary secretary to minister in Senate, answering
questions in lieu of acting minister, relating to government
obligation to answer questions, Chair has no authority to
compel answers nor to decide whether secretary properly
answers for minister, 4783

Presence or absence of ministers, not a question of, 1170
Prime minister

Alleged disrespect for rule of law re RCMP alleged illegalities,
evidence indirect, not a question of, 822-3

Inaction in dealing with income tax case, not question of, 6916
Remarks re PC's opposition to allegedly existing legislation,

disagreement rather than question of, 6440
Statement erroneous re Treu trial, disagreement rather than

question of, 6573

Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements-Cont.
Privilege-Cont.

Raising at a later date, 1357
Recognition of member, 6051
Second contribution by member on same question of, not allowed,

5687
Social Credit Party, national leadership convention, CBC

coverage, M. to refer to Privileges and Elections Committee,
grievance rather than question of, minister may later comment
upon, 5230-1, privilege does not extend to political parties,
member may pursue matter through other means, 6346-7

Supreme Court of Ontario judgement redefining extent of
parliamentary privilege, deferring decision, 938-9, 1211,
judgement did not alter privileges, powers, rights of members,
1539-42, text, 2150-66

Telephone service, government network, private company using to
provide service to members, putting members in awkward
position, not within administration of House, deferring
decision, 2233, not a question of, 2259

Those involved have stated positions, matter not to be pursued,
62, 824

Privileges of Parliament, 5410
To be decided by Parliament and not by another body, 939,

1540-2
Questions on notice, reply stating question hypothetical and not in

order, Chair cannot say answer based on procedure not
acceptable, member should refile question and let Chair decide
whether procedurally acceptable, 6528

Ruling, reflection on, 5594, 6192-3
Speeches, repetition and recitation prohibited, Chair's difficulty in

enforcing, 4247
Subjudice matter, 4550, 6934
Supply bill, second reading amdt. introduces new procedure

contrary to special order, not in order, 3855
Supply, complete examination limited by constraints of time, 3867
Supply motions

Amdt., does not introduce matter foreign to motion, in order,
3488-90

Questioning minister after his allotted time has expired,
unanimous consent required, 4852

Scope of debate, 877, 5134
Vote, correcting, 2621

Speaker of the House of Commons Bill (member for Parliament
Hill)-C-275. Mr. S. Knowles

Ir., 429

Speakership, making permanent appointment, 4206
Constituency to be House of Commons or Parliament Hill, see

British North America Act (Amendment) Bill (C-466)

Spencer 1966 case, see Espionage and subversive activities

Spicer, Keith
Former official languages commissioner, retirement benefits, etc.,

qu. (Mr. McKenzie), 5636
See also Official languages policy-Effectiveness

Sports
Arctic winter games, Pine Point and Hay River, N.W.T., Mar.

19-25/78, 179
Firth invitation, cancellation, 4027-31

Arctic winter games (1980), Whitehorse, 4029
Baseball, Toronto Blue Jays (American League), Victoria Day 1978

weekend games, bilingual national anthem, commendation, M.
(Mr. Collenette) under S.O. 43, agreed to, 5625
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